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CINNNAMON is pleased to announce the opening of its first exhibition. It is not for the lack of 
inspiration that the exhibition lacks a title. Rather, to refer to this opening exhibition simply as 
‘opening exhibition’ is not only a way of putting the work and the artists first, but also of telling world: 
“hi, we’re open. Drop by, feel welcome, be a part of this!” 
Featuring four international individual artists  - and one artist duo - working in different media such 
as painting, sculpture, drawing, animation and film, the opening exhibition gives a solid first 
impression of what to expect of our programme. All participating artists play with the viewer’s 
expectations and invite him/her to open-mindedly review his/her relationship to reality, fiction, 
identity and humanity.  

Sarah & Charles (Brussels, 1981 and Brussels, 1979, live and work in Brussels) 
In their films and installations Sarah and Charles offer a cinematic experience of seduction and 
estrangement, taking the viewer along in their research into the tropes of film making and story telling. Their 
short film Suspension of Disbelief (2013) is a sugarcoated deconstruction of cinematic and narrative 
formalities, playfully tapping into the tradition of the musical. Suspension of Disbelief is as seductive as it is 
treacherous: as the viewer is being sucked in to the film, the boundaries between cinematic fiction and the 
‘real’ world behind the scenes starts to shift. Thereby the viewer is led to question his own role in the making 
of the fiction he’s watching.  

Sarah & Charles studied at the Higher Institute for Fine Art in Ghent (B). They have exhibited at Wiels, Brussels; Z33, 
Hasselt (B) (solo); Broelmuseum, Kortrijk (B) (solo); Netwerk, Aalst (B); Stedelijk Museum, 's-Hertogenbosch (NL); De 
Hermitage, Amsterdam; Marta Hertfort, Hertfort (D), Nest, The Hague and Broadcast Gallery, Dublin; amongst others. 

Jakup Auce (Brooklyn, 1979, lives and works in Brussels) 
The sculptures, paintings, photo's and prints of Jakup Auce can be seen as characters; as agents in an 
unsettling play about sex & gore, about licit and illicit drugs, about the rough, the tough, the dirty and the slick 
that is a part of life but that we prefer to hide behind a mask of socially acceptable behaviour. The quasi-
shallow post-pop approach in Auce’s “portraits” reveals what one could call the depth of the surface. 
Whereas traditionally a portrait aims to grasp the essence of its subject as a unique and autonomous being, 
Auce portrays a reality in which identities are more fluid. Which still leaves one question: who is Jakup Auce? 

Auce studied at the École de Recherche Graphique in Brussels and the Jan van Eyck Akademie in Maastricht. He has 
exhibited at, amongst others: In Extenso, Clermont-Ferrant (F) (solo), Trampoline Gallery, Antwerp (solo); 
Nosbaum&Reding, Luxembourg (solo); ImageTextMusic Gallery, London; The Island, Brussels and Komplot, Brussels. 



Catherine Biocca (Rome, 1984, lives and works in Amsterdam) 
Transferring her cartoonish, child-like drawings to unusual media like industrial marker on wax cloth, the 
violence that takes place in Biocca’s work is treated with  so much humor and wit that one cannot but happily 
embrace Biocca’s cruel universe with guilty pleasure. Her series 100 Better Ways to Die (ongoing), consists 
of aluminium panels painted with automotive paint, into which scenes are scratched that are as cruel as the 
technique is crude. Like her installations and animations, the panel works evoke a plethora of associations 
that in the end reveal man to be a cruel child - as capable of violence as it is of beauty - taking it all in, 
spitting it out again, tongue in cheek. 

Biocca studied political science in Rome and obtained her Master in Fine Art at the Kunstakademie Düsseldorf (class of 
Georg Herold). Currently she is a resident artist at the Rijksakademie in Amsterdam. She has exhibited at, amongst 
others: Museum Kunstpalast, Düsseldorf; Galerie Martin van Zomeren, Amsterdam; Basis, Frankfurt (solo); Galerie 
Tatjana Pieters, Gent and Silberkuppe, Berlin. Upcoming exhibitions include Ginko Art Space, Beijing, and Frutta, 
Rome. She will also do a project at CINNAMON later this year.  

Lars Morell (Norway, 1980, lives and works in Oslo).  
Morel's paintings, sculptures, prints and installations have their origin in fin de siècle illusionism and 
inventions. His works, for example the Shadow Canvasses (2013 - ongoing), confront us with the shadows of 
the past: the trickery and contraptions of the pioneers of theatrical and cinematic illusion are treated with 
nostalgia, but may actually tell us something about our 21st century lives that are increasingly guided by 
mediated - and illusionary - experience. 

Morell studied at the National Academy of Fine Art in Oslo. He has exhibited extensively, amongst others at: Palais de 
Tokyo, Paris (solo); ISCP New York; MHKA Antwerp, Nationalmuseum, Berlin; Galerie Jette Rudolph, Berlin; Kant, 
Copenhagen; Galerie Wentrup, Berlin; Choi & Lager, Cologne (solo); and Kristiansand Kunsthall, Kristiansand (NO) 
(Upcoming). 

Theis Wendt (Copenhagen, 1981, lives and works in Copenhagen) 
The ruinous appearance of Wendt’s sculptures unlocks a view on a post-humanist, dystopian future. The 
different materials Wendt applies in his sculptures seem to mimic each other’s decaying textures, as if the 
materials were consciously trying to adjust to one another. However, the notion of interconnectedness goes a 
lot further in Wendt’s work than just the materials. In many of Wendt’s works digital techniques (like prints on 
plexiglass) are used to mimic ‘real’ materials, thus connecting the notion of an impending ecological disaster 
to digital reality.  
  
Wendt studied at the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Art (MFA) and has had exhibitions at (selection): San Diego Art 
Institute, San Diego; Brandts Sculpture Triennal, Odense (DK); Torrance Art Museum, Los Angeles; Kalmar 
Konstmuseum, Kalmar (SE) and Andersen's Contemporary, Copenhagen (solo). Upcoming is a solo show at 
CINNNAMON.  


